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TTT represents the 
combined structure 
of three pillars:

TTT 
defined

V A L U E  T O K E N S T A B L E C O I N
I N T E R N A T I O N A L 
M A R K E T  P L A C E



M E T H O D  1 M E T H O D  2 M E T H O D  3 M E T H O D  4

Buy/sell Trillant 
token based on 

speculation

Buy and „stake“ 
Trillant token 

for fixed profits 
according to the 

selected term

Referral percentage 
on recommended 

partners for the first 
three levels

Shared 
compensation 
on TRILLANDO 

marketplace fees

TTT offers compensation through 
four methods, which may coincide: 

Buying/selling on speculation 

Method 1

                                                 is a value token. 

TRILLANT is a value token. The tokens are bought and sold 
through exchanges, supply and demand regulate the price, 
and no „haptic material value“ is associated. TRILLANT‘s 
value is generated by the community‘s ownership and use 
of the token. 

The larger the community, the greater the basis is for 
establishing intrinsic value. Accordingly, with the increase 
in acceptance and use of the TRILLANT token, the greater 
its stability and balance between supply and demand. The 
TRILLANT token value is directly related to the community‘s 
growth and the demand for token use. 

Speculation buyers purchase TRILLANT tokens based on 
their projection that the community and demand will grow, 
along with its exchange rate on the stock exchanges.



The word „stake“ means 
to „store“ or „secure.“ 

The earning shares (profits) are fixed for the selected 
staking time based on the current value of the TRILLANT 
token at the specific time of staking but independent of 

price changes during the term. The profits are distributed 
weekly as TRILLON tokens and credited to the ‚Balance‘ 
(the credit account) within the TRILLANT dashboard.

EXAMPLE  1:

You buy $10,000 of TRILLANT tokens 
and stake for nine weeks at 3.5%. 
You receive 350 TRILLON tokens 
total. The 350 TRILLON tokens are 
then divided into nine weeks and 
distributed at 38.89 TRILLON 
tokens per week (commercially 
rounded), which is added to the 
balance in the TRILLANT dashboard.

EXAMPLE  2:

You buy $10,000 of TRILLANT tokens 
and stake for 26 weeks at 11%. 
You receive 1,100 TRILLON tokens 
total. The 1100 TRILLON tokens 
are then  divided into 26 weeks 
and distributed at 42.31 TRILLON 
tokens per week (commercially 
rounded), which is added to the 
balance in the TRILLANT dashboard.

EXAMPLE  3:

You buy $10,000 of TRILLANT tokens 
and stake for 52 weeks at 50%. You 
receive 5,000 TRILLON tokens total. 
The 5,000 TRILLON tokens are then 
divided into 52 weeks and distributed 
at 96.15 TRILLON tokens per week 
(commercially rounded), which is 
added to the balance in the TRILLANT 
dashboard. 

Registered and verified participants of the Unique Exchange may link to the Trillant dashboard for staking in TRILLANT with 
four different term options available that produce earning shares accordingly.

There are three sub-annual staking periods (referred to as „Short-term“) and a one-year staking period (referred 
to as „Long-term“). Earnings are related to the value at the time of staking. 

Buy and „stake“ Trillant token for fixed profits 
according to the selected term

Method 2

Staking periods Yield shares

Short-term 4 weeks   1,5 % 

Short-term 9 weeks   3,5 %

Short-term 26 weeks 11,0 %

Long-term 52 weeks 50,0 %

The distributed TRILLON tokens may be sent to the Unique Exchange from the Trillant Dashboard.

Staking indicates that „constant“ availability is waived for a 
set period to receive agreed earnings on the staked amount.



After the staking time has expired, the staked TRILLANT 
becomes „free“ again. The value at term expiration is 
equivalent to the current price traded on the stock 
exchanges. „Free“ also means that it can be transferred or 
exchanged (sold). 

Of course, the TRILLANT can also be placed into a new 
staking term and is regarded as a „separate contract.“ The 
staking times are freely selectable, and several identical 
or different „stakings“ may exist side-by-side. 

52-WEEK SPECIAL FEATURE
Exclusively in the long-term, 52-week staking, a special 
feature should be emphasized. In the back office of the 
TRILLANT dashboard, there is an OPTIONS button for 
each long-term contract. The function of the Options 
button is as follows: 

Suppose the value of the TRILLANT is 10 cents when 
you start staking. In example 3 above, you would receive 
just over 96 TRILLON a week for 52- weeks. However, a 
problem would arise if the price increased. 

WITHOUT an option, the contract ends „as agreed.“ 
The TRILLANT tokens are then „free,“ as already 
described.

With the use of the options button, the „agreed“ 52-
week commitment starts all over again at the time of 
activation. In return, you will receive the „updated“ 
evaluation of the TRILLANT and, at the same time, 
exactly 168 hours (1 week) later, also the „updated“ 
earning shares from it.

This use of the options button is possible again at the 
earliest four weeks after the activation or after the last 
use. The number of uses is not limited, so technically, it 
can be repeated over and over again. 

Again, using example 3, at a rate of 15 cents and the use 
of the Options Button (which has to be activated by the 
user itself), you would receive around 144 TRILLON 
instead of the previous 96 TRILLON.

TRILLON is a stablecoin, indicating that the token 
issuer must maintain a matching deposit equivalent 
in US dollars. TRILLON owners can rest assured that:

• TRILLON at „ANY TIME“ is worth $1.00
• TRILLON at „ANYTIME“ is available for use by exchanging it for fiat currency  

(e.g. in euros, dollars, pounds sterling, etc...)
• TRILLON at „ANYTIME“ is available to exchange to TRILLANT or other cryptocurrencies
• TRILLON at „ANYTIME“ is available to send to individuals or companies
• TRILLON at „ANYTIME“ is available to pay for services, products, and goods
• TRILLON holds valuable storage (similar to the exchange rate of the US dollar)

DEFINITION OF THE STABLE COIN



After a successful recommendation, i.e., if your „DIRECT“ referral recipient or your new 
partner has started staking TRILLANT, you will receive additional commissions as follows:

10% of the earnings of your „direct“ partner in level 1, received at the time of staking. 
5% of partners‘ earnings in levels 2 and 3, received at the time of staking. 

The commissions are not based on your partner‘s deposit but instead on  
your partner‘s weekly profits.

Referral Percentage for recommended partners

Method 3

EXAMPLE A FOR LEVEL 1  !DIRECT PARTNERS":

A first-line partner has converted $52,000 into Trillant 
and selected 52-week staking (Long-term). Your 
partner receives a 50% return, resulting in this example 
as 26,000 TRILLON for the period. The total is divided 
into 52-weeks, with a distribution of 500 TRILLON per 
week. 

Your commission percentage is  
10% of 500 = 50 TRILLON per week.

EXAMPLE B FOR LEVEL 1  !DIRECT PARTNERS":

A first-line partner has converted $52,000 into Trillant 
and selected 26-week staking (short-term). Your 
partner receives a 11% return, resulting in this example 
as 5,720 TRILLON for the period. The total is divided 
into 26 weeks, with a distribution of 220 TRILLON per 
week. 

Your commission percentage is  
10% of 220 = TRILLON per week.

A F F I L I A T E  P R O G R A MT H E  N E W  E R A  O F  F I N A N C I A L  F R E E D O M

LEVEL 1

10 %

LEVEL 2

5 %

LEVEL 3

5 %



For levels 2 and 3 affiliates, the commission 
percentage is half of what you receive for a ‚direct‘ 
affiliate.

The affiliate commission, which is „adjusted“ to the rate, 
has the following advantage: 

Assuming that partners from your first three levels, 
repeatedly activate the Options Button as described in 
METHOD 2. In this case, the contract does not expire for 
extended periods (several years).

A partner normally only activates the options button if the 
price of the TRILLANT has increased in order to receive 
„more“ of the earning shares (profits). If he does this, 
then the commissions on the income from the partner 
recommendation also increases accordingly. 

Example: The price of the TRILLANT increases from 10 
cents to 12 cents, increasing by 20%. After activating the 
Option, your partner and you will both receive 20% more 
weekly profits. This increase will continue for as long as 
the respective contracts exist.

Question: What is the „minimum“ number of Trillants 
that a TTT Affiliate must have saved to be eligible for 
commissions?

Answer: NEW (!) concept partners only need to stake 10 
Trillants in order to be eligible for commissions.

This micro-buy and sell also allows small amounts to 
be exchanged, sent, and saved to generate profits 
and commissions.

The TRILLANDO marketplace is an „open association“ 
of partners who accept the TRILLON (stablecoin) as a 
means of payment and direct payment for goods and 
services - referred to as „Acceptance Points.“ 

Registered and verified Acceptance Points charge a 
small, manageable fee of 3% for their use. Appropriate 
discounts will be offered for larger amounts. 

TTT concept partners who bring other companies 
to accept TRILLON as a means of payment receive a 
permanent share of every fee incurred by the recruited 
partner. 

For all transactions on the TRILLANDO marketplace, 
a fee of 3% is paid to the company. The marketplace 
operator, TRILLANDO, keeps 40% of that as 
compensation for its administration and management. 

60% will be distributed to the respective original 
referrers as follows: 

You receive 30% as the original referrer. 

Your referrer receives 15% (your sponsor).

15% goes to the upline in the second level above  
(your sponsor‘s sponsor).

Share Compensation on fees at the  
TRILLANDO marketplace

Method 4

THE NEW ERA OF SHOPPING
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